Abstract. We prove that for a Q-Gorenstein degeneration X of del Pezzo surfaces, the number of non-Du Val singularities is at most ρ(X)+ 2. Degenerations with ρ(X) + 2 and ρ(X) + 1 non-Du Val points are investigated.
1. Introduction 1.1. This paper continues the classification of Q-Gorenstein degenerations of del Pezzo surfaces started in [Man91] , [HP10] . Let X → Z be a family of surfaces over a smooth curve Z such that a general fiber is a smooth del Pezzo surface and the special fiber X := X o is reduced, normal and has only quotient singularities. Assume further that X is Q-Gorenstein and −K X is ample over Z. Such kind of families appear naturally in the threedimensional minimal model program [KM98] and in the study of certain moduli spaces [KSB88] , [Hac04] . The problem is to classify all the possibilities for the special fiber X. The case ρ(X) = 1 was investigated completely in [HP10] . The main result is the following.
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1.3. Theorem. Let f : X → Z be a del Pezzo fibration over a smooth curve. That is, X is a 3-fold with terminal singularities, f has connected fibers, and −K X is ample over Z. Fix a point o ∈ Z and assume that the fiber f −1 (o) is reduced, irreducible, normal, and has only quotient singularities. Then, for some ample divisor A on Z, a general member S ∈ | − K X + f * A| is normal and has only Du Val singularities in a neighborhood of f −1 (o).
Preliminaries
2.1. Throughout this paper, we work over the field C of complex numbers. ρ(X) denotes the Picard group of a variety X. We use standard definitions, notation, and facts of the Minimal Model Program [Kol92] , [KM98] .
T-singularities [KSB88]
, [Wah81] .
2.2.1. Definition. Let X be a normal surface such that K X is Q-Cartier. We say that a deformation X /(0 ∈ S) of X is Q-Gorenstein if, at every point P ∈ X, X /S is induced by an equivariant deformation of the canonical index-one covering (X ′ ∋ P ′ ) → (X ∋ P ). [KSB88, Def. 3.7] . Let P ∈ X be a quotient singularity of dimension 2. We say P ∈ X is a T-singularity if it admits a Q-Gorenstein smoothing. That is, there exists a Q-Gorenstein deformation of P ∈ X over a smooth curve germ such that the general fiber is smooth.
Definition

Proposition [KSB88, Prop. 3.10].
A T-singularity is either a Du Val singularity or a cyclic quotient singularity of the form 1 dn 2 (1, dna−1) for some positive integers d, n, a with (a, n) = 1.
2.3. Noether's formula. For a T-singularity P ∈ X, define
This number coincides with the Milnor number of P ∈ X [Man91, Sec. 3].
2.3.1. Proposition [HP10] . Let X be a projective rational surface with T-singularities. Then
2.3.2. Corollary. Let X be a del Pezzo surface with T-singularities. Then K 2 X + ρ(X) ≤ 10. 2.4. Del Pezzo surfaces with T-singularities.
2.4.1. Proposition [HP10] . Let X be a projective surface with Tsingularities such that −K X is nef and big. Then
2.4.2. Corollary. Let X be a projective surface with T-singularities such that −K X is nef and big. Then
. Let X be a normal variety and S ⊂ X a reduced subscheme of pure codimension one. Assume that K X + S is lc in codimension two. Then there exists naturally defined an effective Q-Weil divisor Diff S (0), called the different, such that
Now let B be a Q-divisor, which is Q-Cartier in codimension two. Then the different for K X + S + B is defined by the formula
In particular, if B is a boundary and K X + S + B is lc in codimension two, then B is Q-Cartier in codimension two. Moreover, none of the components of Diff S (B) are contained in the singular locus of S.
2.6. Classification of two-dimensional log canonical pairs with reduced boundary [Kol92, ch. 3 & Prop. 16.6], [KM98, Th. 4.15]. Let P ∈ (X, C) be the germ of a two-dimensional log pair where X is normal and C is a (possibly reducible) reduced curve. Assume that (X, C) is lc. Then one of the following possibilities holds where all isomorphisms are isomorphisms of analytic germs:
(X, C)
is not plt and C analytically reducible. Then
2.6.3. (X, C) is not plt and C analytically irreducible. Then
is a finite subgroup of dihedral type without reflections (see [Bri68] for the precise description of G).
2.7. 1-complements. Let X be a normal variety and let D be a boundary on S (an effective Q-divisor whose coefficients ≤ 1). Write D = S + B, where S := ⌊D⌋ (resp. B := {D}) is the integral (resp. fractional) part of
Let f : X → Y be a birational contraction and let D be a boundary on X such that 
2.8. Contractions of surfaces with T-singularities. The following is the local variant of Theorem 4.1 below.
2.8.1. Proposition [Pro04, Prop. 4.7] . Let X be a surface with Tsingularities and let f : X → Y be a contraction such that −K X is f -ample. Then, near each fiber f −1 (y), y ∈ Y , there exists a 1-complement of K X .
2.8.2. Corollary. Let X be a surface with T-singularities and let f : X → Y be a contraction such that −K X is f -ample. If the fiber f −1 (y) is not a point, then y ∈ Y is a cyclic quotient singularity (or smooth).
2.8.3. Warning. In general it is not true that Y has only T-singularities.
3. E-and D-singularities 3.1. Proposition. Let X be a del Pezzo surface with at worst quotient singularities and such that dim | − K X | > 0. Then X has no Du Val points of type D n or E n contained in Bs | − K X |.
3.2. Corollary. Let X be a del Pezzo surface with T-singularities. Then X has no Du Val points of type D n or E n contained in Bs | − K X |. 
Assume that (iii) does not hold. Then there is a component
Then by the adjunction we have
On the other hand,
.6]. Since P ∈ X is not a cyclic quotient singularity, the pair (X, D i ) is strictly lc (i.e. lc but not plt) at P (see 2.6). In particular, no component of
The contradiction proves (iii).
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let now Q ∈ X be a non-Du Val point and let
Since coefficients of Diff
where l is the minimal positive integer such that l(K X + D i ) is Cartier at P . Recall that for the Weil divisor class group of a Du Val singularity (X, P ) we have
(see, e.g., [Bri68] ). So in our case we have a 0 ≥ 5/4 and a ≥ 5/4+1/4 = 3/2, a contradiction. Thus we may assume that (X, D i ) is lc at P . In particular, (X, P ) is of type D n . Then a 0 = 1. Since a ≤ 4/3, we have only one possibility: b = 2/3, a = 5/4, and 2D
′ is not Cartier at P . Moreover, D ′ is irreducible (and reduced), (X, D ′ ) is not lc at P (see 2.6.2), and so Diff
P . Again by 2.6.2 2D i is Cartier at P . Hence,
Existence of 1-complements
In this section we prove the following important fact (cf. [HP10, Th.
7.1]).
4.1. Theorem. Let X be a del Pezzo surface with T-singularities. Then there exists a 1-complement of K X .
We need a few preliminary facrs. [PS09, §2] . Let X be a normal projective variety. We say that X is FT (Fano type) if there is a Q-boundary ∆ such that (X, ∆) is a klt log Fano.
Definition
4.2.1. Proposition [PS09, §2] . Let X be an FT variety.
(i) The Mori cone NE(X) is polyhedral and has contractible faces.
(ii) If f : X → Z be any contraction of normal varieties. Then Z is FT. In particular, the FT property is preserved under MMP. (iii) Let Ξ be a boundary on X such that (X, Ξ) is lc and 
(ii) Y has three or four singular points on C and either
Proof. First of all note that the curve C is smooth (see 2.6.1). By Proposition 2.7.2 we can extend complements from (C, Diff C (0)) to Y . Thus, for (i), it is sufficient to show existence of a 1-complement of K C + Diff C (0). Assume the converse and write
(see 2.6.1). Thus, (1 − 1/m i ) ≤ 2. Since, by our assumption, there is no any 1-complement of K C + Diff C (0), easy computations [Kol92, 19.5] show that Diff C (0) is supported in three or four points P i . In particular, deg K C < 0 and so C ≃ P 1 . Assume that C 2 ≤ 0. Then C generates an extremal face. Since Y is FT, this extremal face is contractible: there is a contraction ϕ :
′ is a curve, ϕ is a rational curve fibration, and C = ϕ −1 (y) red . In this case, K Y · C < 0, a contradiction. Thus C 2 < 0 and we are in the case (iia).
Assume that 
By the above, Diff C (D ′ ) has at least one point of multiplicity ≥ 1 (and multiplicities of all points are ≥ 1/2). Since Diff C (D ′ ) ≥ Diff C (0), the only possibility is
where
is not Cartier at P 2 and P 3 . Thus K Y + C + D ′ ∼ 0 and a > 1. On the other hand, deg Diff C (D ′ ) = 2, so by (4.4) a = 1, a contradiction.
4.5. Lemma [Pro01, Prop. 7.1.12]. Let S → Z be a K-negative extremal contraction from a surface S with log terminal singularities, where Z is not a point. Then S has at most two singular points on each fiber.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let X be a del Pezzo surface with at worst quotient singularities and such that dim | −K X | > 0 and let D ∈ | −K X | be a general member. Take t ∈ Q so that (X, tD) is maximally lc. If t = 1, then K X + D is a 1-complement. So from now on we assume that t < 1.
4.6.
Consider the case where (X, tD) is plt. Write tD = C + B, where C := ⌊tD⌋ = ∅ and B is an effective fractional divisor. Since X is an FT variety, we can run −(K + C)-MMP:
Since −(K X + C) ≡ B − (1 − t)K X , all the contractions are B-negative. Hence they are birational and we end up with a model (X,C) such that −(KX +C) is nef. We have
where −KX is ample andB := ϕ * B is effective. Hence the divisor −(KX + C) is big. Further,
Hence all the contractions in ϕ are (K +C +B)-negative. Therefore, (X,C + B) is plt and so is (X,C). So,B = 0 andD := ϕ * D =C. Apply Proposition 4.3 to (X,C). The case (iia) does not occur because −KX is ample and the case (iib) does not occur because
Hence, there exists a 1-complement of KX +C. By Proposition 2.7.1 we can pull back 1-complements fromX to X. 4.7. Now consider the case where (X, tD) is not plt. Put B := tD. Consider an inductive plt blowup [Pro01, Prop. 3.1.4] δ :X → X, that is, a birational extraction such that ρ(X/X) = 1 and
where C is the (irreducible) exceptional divisor andB is the strict transform of B. Moreover, the pair (X, C + (1 − ǫ)B) is plt for any ǫ > 0. Write Assume that we are in the case (iia). ThenC 2 < 0 and KX ·C ≥ 0. In particular,C is contractible: there is a contraction ψ :X →X of C, whereX is an FT surface. As in [HP10, Proof of Th. 7.1] we see thať P := ψ(C) ∈X is a singular point and it is not a cyclic quotient singularity. According to Zariski's main theorem the composition υ = ψ • ϕ • δ −1 : X X is a morphism. By Corollary 3.2 υ is not an isomorphism (because δ(C) ∈ Bs | − K X |). Since X is a del Pezzo, υ is a K-negative contraction. On the other hand, by Corollary 2.8.2P is a cyclic quotient singularity, a contradiction. Therefore, the case (iia) does not occur and so there exists a 1-complement of KX +C. Now as above by Proposition 2.7.1 we can pull back 1-complements fromX to X.
Tori actions
For a normal projective surface X we denote by ̺(X) the numerical Picard number, that is, the rank of the group of Weil divisors modulo numerical equivalence. Clearly, ̺(X) ≥ ρ(X) and the equality holds if X is
We say that a log pair (X, D) is toric if X is a toric variety and D is the (reduced) invariant boundary. We say that a log pair (X, D) admits an effective C * -action if the variety X admits such an action so that the divisor D is C * -invariant. The statements (i) and (ii) of the following theorem was proved by Shokurov in much more general form [Sho00] . For the convenience of the reader we provide simplified complete proofs.
5.1. Theorem. Let (X, D) be a projective normal log surface such that D is an integral (effective) divisor, the pair (X, D) is lc, and
admits an effective C * -action.
5.1.1. Remark. Let X be a projective normal surface and let D ∈ | − K X | be a divisor such that the pair (X, D) is lc. Then the property ς(X, D) = 0 characterizes toric pairs. On the other hand, the condition ς(X, D) ≤ 1 is sufficient but not necessary for (X, D) to admit an effective C * -action. For example, the product C × P 1 , where C is an elliptic curve, admits an effective C * -action but for any
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.1. We will use the following fact which is an easy consequence of the definition. 
5.3. Let (X, D) be a projective log surface such that (X, D) is lc, K X +D ∼ 0, and
be a minimal dlt modification, that is, a birational map such that the log pair (X ′ , D ′ ) is dlt,
and any f -exceptional divisor has multiplicity 1 in 5.4.1. Run K-MMP:
5.5. Claim. For each i = 1, . . . , l we have (i) ϕ i is the weighted blowup with weights (1, n), n ≥ 1 of a smooth point
Proof. Follows by [Mor85] because X (i) has at worst Du Val singularities.
5.6. Claim. For each i = 1, . . . , l we have
has at worst Du Val singularities and is non-singular near
Proof. (i) is follows by Lemma 5.2 and (ii) follows by Claim 5.5. Finally, since the pair (
By Lemma 5.2 and because X (i) is non-singular near D (i) , on each step we have one of the following possibilities:
, and ϕ i is the usual blowup of a singular point of
5.6.3. Corollary. Suppose that we are in the case 5.6.1 above. Furthermore suppose that X (i+1) admit an action of a connected algebraic group G so that the boundary D (i+1) is G-invariant. Then the action lifts to
is G-invariant.
5.6.4. Corollary. Suppose that we are in the case 5.6.2 above. Furthermore
) is a toric surface. Then the action of some one-dimensional subtorus T lifts to
Proof. Let π :X (i) → X (i) be the minimal resolution near E (i) . Then the dual graph ofX 
Indeed, assume that D 0 is a double section. Then by the adjunction formula Hence, D 0 is a smooth rational curve and Y is a Hirzebruch surface F e , e = 1. Let Σ be the minimal section of F e and let F be a fiber. Since 
Then we can complete the proof similar to 5.9 by using the following. Proof. The statement is obvious in the case e = 0, so we assume that e ≥ 2.
be the contraction of the negative section. Then Y ′ is the weighted projective plane P(1, 1, e). We may assume that in suitable orbifold coordinates x, y, z the boundary D ′ Y is given by the equation xyf e (x, y, z) = 0 (resp. xf e+1 (x, y, z) = 0) in the case 5.10.1 (resp. 5.10.2), where f d (x, y, z) denotes some polynomial of weighted degree d.
In 
Proof of main theorems
Now Theorem 1.2 is a consequence of the following.
6.1. Proposition. Let X be a projective normal surface and let s(X) be the number of its points where K X is not Cartier. Assume that X has a 1-complement D ∈ | − K X |. Then (i) s(X) ≤ ̺(X) + 2, (ii) if s(X) = ̺(X) + 2, then X is toric, (iii) if s(X) = ̺(X) + 1, then X admits an effective C * -action.
Proof. By the classification of log canonical singularities of pairs [KM98, Thm. 4 .15], D is a nodal curve, and, at each singularity P ∈ X, either D = 0 and P ∈ X is a Gorenstein log canonical singularity, or the pair P ∈ (X, D) is locally analytically isomorphic to the pair ( 
Examples
A natural way to produce examples of del Pezzo surfaces as in (iii) of Theorem 1.2 is to use deformations: 7.1. Theorem [HP10, Prop. 3.1]. Let X be a projective surface such that X has only T-singularities and −K X is nef and big. Then there are no local-to-global obstructions to deformations of X.
Thus we can start with some known examples and construct new ones by deforming their singularities. The behavior of the Picard number is described by Noether's formula 2. 
